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Abstract: The suppression of the final-state interactions of a hadron propagating through the nuclear medium at high momentum transfer is known as the color transparency (CT) and is a robust prediction of QCD. The
onset of CT is of extreme interest in hadronic physics. For example, the onset of CT is related to the onset of factorization, which is an important requirement for accessing GPDs in deep exclusive meson production. The onset
of CT has been observed in mesons but is unconfirmed for baryons. However, an enhancement in the transparency was observed in A(p, 2p) reactions at BNL. The E12-06-107 experiment in Hall-C seeks to measure the proton
transparency up to the highest Q2 achievable using the 12-GeV beam at the Jefferson Lab. The experiment used SHMS-HMS spectrometer pair to perform the coincidence measurement from the reaction A(e, e′p). The proton
momentum range covered in the experiment overlaps with the region where the enhancement was observed at BNL, and hence this experiment will help verify the origins of the enhancement and at the same time search for the
onset of CT for protons. We took data last spring and the analysis is now well advanced.

Color Transparency (CT)

•The final/initial state interaction of hadrons with
the nuclear medium must vanish for exclusive pro-
cesses at high momentum transfer ⇒ QCD.
-Color transparency is the reduction in interaction
due to "squeezing and freezing" at high momentum
transfer.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the creation of a SSC and its evolution to a fully formed ρ0

(see the text for a full description).

the creation of a SSC is more probable for a meson than for a
baryon since only two quarks have to be localized to form the
SSC. The first hint of CT at moderate energies was obtained in
pion photoproduction off 4He [22] with photon energies up to
4.5 GeV, but the experiment needed greater statistical precision
to achieve conclusive findings. Another experiment [23] studied
pion electroproduction off 12C, 27Al, 64Cu and 197Au over a range
of Q 2 = 1.1–4.7 GeV2. The nuclear transparencies of all targets
relative to deuterium showed an increase with increasing Q 2.
The most statistically significant result corresponds to the nuclear
transparency for 197Au, which when fitted with a linear Q 2 de-
pendence resulted in a slope of 0.012 ± 0.004 GeV−2. The authors
concluded that measurements at still higher momentum transfer
would be needed to firmly establish the onset of CT.

Exclusive diffractive electroproduction of ρ0 mesons provides a
tool of choice to study color transparency. The advantage of using
ρ0 mesons is that they have the same quantum numbers as pho-
tons and so can be produced by a simple diffractive interaction,
which selects small size initial state [26]. In this process, illustrated
in Fig. 1, the incident electron exchanges a virtual photon with the
nucleus. The photon can then fluctuate into a virtual qq̄ pair [27]
of small transverse separation [28] proportional to 1/Q , which can
propagate over a distance lc = 2ν/(Q 2 + M2

qq̄), known as the co-
herence length, where ν is the energy of the virtual photon and
Mqq̄ is the invariant mass of the qq̄ pair. The virtual qq̄ pair can
then scatter diffractively off a bound nucleon and becomes an on
mass shell SSC. While expanding in size, the SSC travels through
the nucleus and ultimately evolves to a fully formed ρ0, which,
in the final state, decays into a (π+ , π−) pair. By increasing Q 2,
the size of the selected SSC can be reduced and consequently the
nuclear transparency for the ρ0 should increase.

The nuclear transparency, T A , is taken to be the ratio of the ob-
served ρ0 mesons per nucleon produced on a nucleus (A) relative
to those produced from deuterium, where no significant absorption
is expected. CT should yield an increase of T A with Q 2, but mea-
surements by the HERMES [29] Collaboration show that T A also
varies with lc , which can also lead to a Q 2 dependence. Thus, to
unambiguously identify CT, lc should be held constant or, alterna-
tively, kept small compared to the nuclear radius to minimize the
interactions of the qq̄ pair prior to the diffractive production of the
SSC.

Fermilab experiment E665 [24] and the HERMES experiment
[25] at DESY used exclusive diffractive ρ0 leptoproduction to
search for CT. However, both measurements lacked the necessary
statistical precision. HERMES measured the Q 2 dependence of the
nuclear transparency for several fixed lc values. A simultaneous
fit of the Q 2 dependence over all lc bins resulted in a slope of
0.089±0.046 GeV−2. The unique combination of high beam inten-
sities available at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
known as JLab and the wide kinematical coverage provided by the
Hall B large acceptance spectrometer [30] (CLAS) was key to the
success of the measurements reported here.

The experiment ran during the winter of 2004. An electron
beam with 5.014 GeV energy was incident simultaneously on a
2 cm liquid deuterium target and a 3 mm diameter solid target
(C or Fe). The nuclear targets were chosen to optimize two compet-
ing requirements; provide sufficient nuclear path length compared
to the SSC expansion length while minimizing the probability of
ρ0 decay inside the nucleus. A new double-target system [31]
was developed to reduce systematic uncertainties and allow high
precision measurements of the transparency ratios between heavy
targets and deuterium. The cryogenic and solid targets were lo-
cated 4 cm apart to minimize the difference in CLAS acceptance
while maintaining the ability to identify the target where the in-
teraction took place event-by-event via vertex reconstruction. The
thickness of the solid targets (1.72 mm for carbon and 0.4 mm for
iron) were chosen so that all of the targets including deuterium
had comparable luminosities (∼ 1034 nucleon cm−2 s−1). The scat-
tered electrons and two oppositely charged pions were detected
in coincidence using the CLAS spectrometer. The scattered elec-
trons were identified using the Čerenkov and the electromagnetic
calorimeter while the pions were identified through time-of flight
measurements [30].

The ρ0 mesons were identified through the reconstructed in-
variant mass of the two detected pions with 0.6 < Mπ+π− <

1 GeV. For each event, several kinematic variables were evaluated
including Q 2, lc using the ρ0 mass instead of Mqq̄ , the photon–
nucleon invariant mass squared W 2, the squared four-momentum
transfer to the target t , and the fraction of the virtual photon
energy carried by the ρ0 meson zρ = Eρ/ν where Eρ is the en-
ergy of the ρ0. To identify exclusive diffractive and incoherent ρ0

events, a set of kinematic conditions had to be satisfied. We re-
quired W > 2 GeV to suppress pions from decay of resonances,
−t < 0.4 GeV2 to select diffractive events, −t > 0.1 GeV2 to ex-
clude coherent production off the nucleus and zρ > 0.9 to select
elastically produced ρ0 mesons. The two pions invariant mass dis-
tributions are shown in Fig. 2. After applying all the cuts, the
invariant mass distribution (Fig. 2.b) exhibits a clean ρ0 peak po-
sitioned around 770 MeV with the expected width of 150 MeV.
A good description of the data was obtained using our Monte-Carlo
(MC) simulation. Our generator simulates the ρ0 electroproduction
process and the main channels that may produce a (π+ , π−) pair
in the final state and contribute to the background underneath the
ρ0 peak. These channels are ep → e�++π− , ep → e�0π+ and a
non-resonant ep → epπ+π− . The cross sections of these processes
were taken from existing measurements [32]. The standard CLAS
GEANT based simulation packages was used to simulate the exper-
imental apparatus. The Fermi motion of the nucleons in nuclei was
simulated by folding the elementary cross section with the spec-
tral function of the target using a realistic model [33]. Radiative
effects are also included in the simulation.

The nuclear transparency for a given target, with nucleon num-
ber A, is defined as

T A = (
Nρ

A/Lint
A

)
/
(
Nρ

D/Lint
D

)
, (1)

where D refers to deuterium, and A to carbon or iron, Lint
A,D to

the integrated luminosities and Nρ
A,D to the number of incoherent

ρ0 events per nucleon after subtraction of background contribu-
tions. The transparency ratios were also corrected from detector
and reconstruction efficiencies, acceptance and radiative effects,
Fermi motion and contributions from the liquid deuterium tar-
get windows. The CLAS acceptance and reconstruction efficiencies
were evaluated with the simulations described earlier. Data from
both simulation and measurements were processed with the same
analysis code. Based on the comparison between data and MC,

The concept of CT is illustrated using meson. In our
experiment we are interested in CT in baryon (proton)

•Experimentally the signature of CT is an increase
in the nuclear transparency.

T = σN
Aσ0

σ0 = free (nucleon)
cross-section
σN = σ0A

α

Motivation For CT Experiment
•CT is a robust prediction of QCD. The onset of
CT has been observed in mesons, but is
unconfirmed for baryons.

•Onset of CT would be a signature of the onset of
QCD degrees of freedom in nuclei.

GPD
•The onset of CT is related to the onset of
factorization, which is an important requirement
for accessing GPDs in deep exclusive meson
production.

•Understanding hadron propagation through
nuclear matter.

Previous Measurements

  

Previous Measurements: CT onset search at JLab

Previous Measurements: CT onset search at JLab

Fig. 3. The nuclear transparency for π+ electro-production versus Q2, measured in
Hall-C at JLab [Cla07]. The solid and dashed lines are calculations by Frankfurt,
Miller and Strikman [Fra08] for Glauber (solid) and Glauber including CT effects
(dashed). The dot-dash and dotted lines are Glauber and Glauber including CT
effects calculations from Cosyn and Ryckebusch [Cos06], which include also the
effects of short-range correlations.

The clearest signal of CT was observed in the E791 experiment [Ait01] at
FNAL. The A-dependence of the diffractive dissociation into di-jets of 500
GeV/c pions scattering coherently from carbon and platinum targets was mea-
sured. It was found that the cross section can be parameterized as σ = σ0A

α,
with α = 1.6. This result is quite consistent with theoretical calculations
[Ber81,Fra93,Fra00] including CT and obviously inconsistent with a cross sec-
tion proportional to A2/3 which is typical of inclusive pion-nucleus interactions.

A more recent experiment [Dut01] to look for CT was performed in Hall C
at JLab, where the (e, e′π+) process on 1H, 2H, 12C, 27Al, 64Cu and 197Au
was used to measure the pion transparency over a Q2 range from 1.1 to 4.7
GeV2 as shown in figure 3. Both the energy dependence and the A depen-
dence of the transparency were measured [Cla07]. The results are very sug-
gestive of CT showing qualitative agreement with models including CT effects
[Lar06,Cos06].
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A(e, e′ π+)
A(e, e′ ρ0)

Hall-C experiment E01-107 (Pion electroproduction) and CLAS experiment E02-110
(ρ electroproduction) consistent with prediction of CT
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B.Clasie et al. PRL 99:242502 (2007) X. Qian et al. PRC81:055209 (2010) L. El Fassi et al. PLB 712,326 (2012)

Results from Hall-C experiment E01-107 (Pion
electroproduction) and CLAS experiment E02-110 (ρ
electroproduction) are consistent with the prediction of CT.
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Q2 dependence consistent with 
standard nuclear physics calculations

 D.  Abbott et al. PRL 80, 5072 (1998) 
 K. Garrow et al.  PRC 66, 044613 (2002)

Solid Pts – JLab 
Open Pts -- other

Constant value fit for Q2  > 2 (GeV/c)2  has χ2 / df ∼ 1

 N. C. R. Makins et al. PRL 72, 1986 (1994) 
 G. Garino et al.  PRC 45, 780 (1992)

A(e,e'p) results

Evidence for CT at intermediate energies is a mixed bag.

CT experiments up to maximum Q2 achievable with 6 GeV
beam found no evidence for CT in baryons.D. Dutta et al. / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 69 (2013) 1–27 9

Fig. 8. The nuclear transparency for 12C and 27Al (scaled by ( 2712 )
1/3) versus the effective beammomentum. The curved line is the inverse of R(s) as defined

in the text [50].

3.2. Large angle quasielastic A(p, 2p) process

The first attempt to measure the onset of CT at intermediate energies took place at BNL using the large angle A(p, 2p)
reaction [48]. In this experiment large angle pp and quasi-elastic (p, 2p) scattering were simultaneously measured in
hydrogen and several nuclear targets, at incident proton momenta of 6 − 12 GeV. The nuclear transparency was measured
as the ratio of the quasi-elastic cross section from a nuclear target to the free pp elastic cross section. The transparency was
found to increase by more than a factor of 2, consistent with the CT prediction, between 6 − 9.5 GeV but fell significantly
between 9.5 and 12 GeV. This experiment was followed by a dedicated experiment EVA [49], which extended these
measurements to 14.4 GeV. Due to the Fermi motion, the invariant energy of pp collision, spp differs from that for the

scattering off hydrogen, therefore an effective incident momentum was introduced and defined as spp = 2mp


m2

p + p2eff +

2m2
p , it ranges from 5.0–15.8 GeV. The final results from both experiments [50] are shown in Fig. 8. The initial increase in

transparency with energy followed by a decrease at higher energies was confirmed in the new experiment. In addition to
the energy dependence of the transparency, the angular dependence (80 < θc.m. < 90°) was also measured.

The initial rise in transparency between pp = 5.9 and 9.5 GeV is consistent with the selection of a point like configu-
ration and its subsequent contraction (for the initial proton) and expansion for final protons over distances comparable to
Eq. (8) with1M2

∼ 1 GeV2. Calculations within the Eikonal approximation with proper normalization of the wave function
agree well with the pp = 5.9 GeV data. The transparency increases significantly for pp = 9 GeV where lc ∼ 4 fm for the
projectile proton. Hence, momenta of the incoming proton∼10 GeV are sufficient to rather significantly suppress expansion
effects, which implies that one can use proton projectiles with energies above ∼10 GeV to study other aspects of the strong
interaction dynamics. At the same time, the reported calculations, using the Eikonal approximation, for pp = 11.5–14.2 GeV
represents a problem for all current models including those which were specifically suggested to explain initial indications
of the non-monotonous energy dependence of the transparency.

Two possible explanations have been suggested for the observed drop in transparency for pp ≥ 9 GeV. One suggested
that the energy dependence arises from an interference between two distinct amplitudes, that contribute to the pp elastic
scattering [51,52]. One amplitude is a hard amplitude, which should dominate the high energy cross section while the other
is an amplitude due to exchange of three gluons in the t-channel—know as the Landshoff mechanism. It is suppressed by the
Sudakov form factors at large energies [11] but may be significant at intermediate energies. The pp elastic scattering cross
section near 90°c.m. degrees varies with c.m. energy (s) as

dσ
dtpp

(θ = 90°c.m.) = R(s)s−10. (11)

It is assumed in the model that the coherence length is much larger than the estimate above so that the expansion of the
small size configurations can be neglected. It is further assumed that the contribution of the long-ranged contribution of
the Landshoff mechanism is completely attenuated by the nuclear matter resulting in the interference disappearing for the
nuclear cross section and hence the energy dependence of the transparency should be the inverse of R(s), as shown by the
curve in Fig. 8. This mechanism is called nuclear filtering. A recent relativistic multiple-scattering Glauber approximation
(RMSGA) calculation [53] which includes both CT and nuclear filtering provides an acceptable fit to most of the data points.

The second explanation [54] suggests that the energy dependence of the pp elastic scattering cross section scaled by s−10

corresponds to a resonance or a threshold for a new scale of physics, such as charmed quark resonance or other exotic QCD

The A(p, 2p) experiment at BNL found an enhancement in the
transparency. However, it also shows an reduction at higher
momentum. This result is inconsistent with CT only. But it
can be explained by including additional mechanisms such as
nuclear filtering or charm resonance.

CT at 12GeV: Current Experiment

5.1 7.3 9.62.9

Pp (GeV/c)
6.3 8.34.0

Current CT experiment at 12 GeV has a significant overlap
with the Q2 region covered by the BNL experiment. Thus the
experiment will help explain the origion of the enhencement,
and at the same time look for the on-set of CT for proton.

  

The experiment used SHMS as the hadron arm and HMS as
the electron arm.

Q2 [GeV2] θSHMS [deg] P central
SHMS [GeV/c] θHMS [deg] P central

HMS [GeV/c]

8.0 17.1 5.122 45.1 2.131
9.5 21.6 5.925 23.2 5.539
11.5 17.8 7.001 28.5 4.478
14.3 12.8 8.505 39.3 2.982

Coincidence Time

Coincidence Time

tcoin = t tar
electron − t tar

proton

t coin
corrected = (ttrigger−1 −∆tP)− (ttrigger−4 −∆tH)

∆tH(P) = ∆tH(P)
(1) + ∆tH(P)

(2) + ∆tH(P)
(3)
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(b) Coincidence time for CT
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The left plot shows coincidence-time taken intentionally with
accidentals. The right plots shows typical coincidence-time
during the experiment with very few accidentals.

Data Quality

  

Reconstructed quantities from HMS(left) and SHMS (right)
with LH2 target at Q2 = 8.0 GeV2

  

Reconstructed quantities from HMS(left) and SHMS (right)
with the production target 12C at Q2 = 8.0 GeV2

Hydrogen radiative tails
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data

MC	with	
radiative	effects

MC	without	
radiative	effects

data

MC	with	
radiative	effects

MC	without	
radiative	effects

data MC	with	
radiative	effects

MC	
without	
radiative	
effects

data

MC	with	
radiative	effects

MC	without	
radiative	
effects

Q2:	8	GeV2 Q2:	9.5	GeV2

Q2:	11.5	GeV2 Q2:	14.3	GeV2

• Radiative	effects	in	
agreement	with	PWIA	
model	in	MC	(SIMC)

• SHMS	optics	effects	still	
being	improved	at	higher	
momentum	

Hydrogen radiative effects are in agreement with simulation.

Conclusion

•The experiment aims to search for the onset of
CT for protons and will help understand hadron
propagation through the nuclear matter.

•Because of the overlap with BNL Q2 region, it
will resolve the dilemma related to the
enhancement observed.

•The analysis to extract transparency is well
advanced. We are finalizing detector calibrations,
efficiencies and other systematics.
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Summary

Color Transparency is the reduction in interaction due to “squeezing and 
freezing” at high momentum transfers. 

CT is well established at high energies.

Glauber

Complete Transparency

CT Onset

Trigger: Coincidence mode.
Spectrometers: SHMS for p
HMS for e-.
Target: 10 cm LH2 (Heep check)
Al dummy (Background)
6% 12C (Production)
Beam current: 65 µA


